Train for the Effective RESPONSE.

Response is hands-on and immerses the student into the simulation. Through instructor control, the student can move seamlessly through the scenario, building up confidence, and increasing their knowledge base.

Response provides learning in a familiar and safe environment, enabling the student to bridge the gap between classroom learning and real-life experience. Engage students and develop their competencies through practice.

- Practice in Simulated Environment
- Engage in Immersive Training
- Develop Competencies
- Responsive Interaction
- Effective Debriefing
- Elevated Knowledge Retention
Response MTS
The Response MTS is a versatile, laptop-based, interactive decision-making situation awareness tool for EMS and medical ‘soft-skills’ training. Response MTS mobility makes it quick and easy to take the instruction to the students.

Response CTS
The Response CTS is a powerful classroom-based interactive decision-making situation awareness tool for EMS and medical ‘soft-skills’ training. Response CTS provides professional fixed installation for your training room.

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND REAL-LIFE EXPERIENCE.

SYSTEM FEATURES
- Response Interactive Training Software
- HD Quality Branching Training Scenario Library
- Advance Trainee Action Capture
- Low Light / Flashlight Training
- HD Long-Throw Projector (Short-Throw Option Available)
- Installation / Training / 12-Month Warranty
- Optional Scenario Development Software Application

EASY INTUITIVE OPERATION.
CONSISTENT OBJECTIVE TRAINING.
Training the Continuum

Instructor Development:
FAAC’s instructor development program goes well beyond teaching your instructors on how to use the simulator. Built from years of hands-on practical application training, FAAC transfers that knowledge to your team through its simulator instructor training courses. The program is designed for both beginner and seasoned instructors. The advanced instructor training program offers further development and integration of your policies and procedures.

Next Level Training
- Public safety and judgment
- Vehicle operation
- Conditioned cognitive reaction
- Controlled response training
- Policy and procedure review
- Decision making

VITALS — Virtual Instructor Trainee Assessment Learning System
- Effective grading and review process
- Record students’ every step
- Analyze performance and debrief
- Customize events to agency tolerances
- Policy verification

AASR — After Action Scenario Review
- Re-play / Re-drive
- Synchronized live video
- Classroom review
- Real-time instructor review

FAAC Service and Support
FAAC is dedicated to the highest fidelity in modeling and simulation technology, providing a real-experience for your drivers/operators in a life-like virtual environment. Understanding your training objectives and budget, FAAC works with you to develop your optimal training solution.

FAAC has a “customer for life” philosophy. We understand the importance of training and operational readiness. FAAC offers unsurpassed service and support.